LATTICE IMPLEMENTS INMATE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM IN WAYNE COUNTY, PA
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
Installation is the Company’s First in Pennsylvania Market
PENNSAUKEN, NJ, March 24, 2017 -- Lattice Incorporated has installed its Nexus Inmate
Communications System at the Wayne County Correctional Facility in Honesdale, PA. This is a
significant milestone, as it marks Lattice’s first installation in Pennsylvania, an important growth
market for the Company.
Lattice was chosen as the successful vendor after a public RFP process. The company’s
reputation for industry-leading services, support and system performance were several of the
factors considered during the evaluation process. Additionally, the Nexus platform will enable
Wayne County’s inmates to communicate frequently with their family and friends. Maintaining
communications with loved ones can help promote improved inmate morale during
incarceration and reduce recidivism upon release.
“Lattice’s Inmate Communications System will deliver significant benefits to our inmates and
our facility,” stated Kevin Bishop, Warden of the Wayne County Correctional Facility. “When
our inmates communicate frequently with their family and friends, it can result in better morale
and behavior, and reduce the likelihood of repeat offenses when they are released.
Additionally, Lattice’s system automates multiple administrative functions and offers
investigative tools, providing more efficient operations at our facility and a safer community in
general.”
“The new installation of our Nexus Inmate Communications System at Wayne County will
deliver greater efficiencies to the facility, reduce the administrative burden on its staff, and help
improve the well-being of its inmates,” noted Paul Burgess, CEO of Lattice. “This is a significant
first installation in Pennsylvania, a key state in our overall growth strategy. We look forward to
growing our partnership with the Wayne County facility.”
About Lattice Incorporated
Lattice’s Corrections Operating Platform™ (COP) is an integrated network of highly secure
solutions, including inmate communication systems, prepaid calling options, voicemail, video
visitation and arraignment, and mobile devices. Lattice’s inmate management module
efficiently manages prison processes, including communications monitoring, commissary
purchases, account funding and billing, biometrics, booking, incident reporting, and more. For
more information, visit http://www.latticeinc.com.
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